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Abstract—Exposure to pro-eating disorder social media is often harmful to eating disorder patients, exacerbating symptoms like body dissatisfaction and eating disturbances. Standard approaches to detecting such communities online using hashtags are difficult to keep accurate because hashtag usage and structure varies over time. In this work we present proof-of-concept demonstrations that Deep Learning algorithms are effective at classifying images related to eating disorders. We discuss some of the challenges in this domain and show that careful curation of the training data improves performance substantially.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to the National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders [8], at least thirty million people in the United States suffer from an eating disorder (ED) [18]. ED are complex medical conditions with the highest mortality rate of any mental disorder [13] that affect people of all genders, races, and walks of life. ED are pervasive and do not discriminate based on race, religion, gender, or socioeconomic status. ED are often a lifelong struggle with approximately two-thirds of patients never achieving a full and sustained remission.

With the expansion of social media on the internet, there has been a rise in online communities centered around different topics and lifestyles across various online platforms, especially those surrounding interests that are perceived to be “alternative” or taboo [19]. In a similar fashion, people with eating disorders have turned online to journal and document their lives [15]. On the extreme side of the spectrum, people with ED have formed communities [2], [20] where they create and share content pursuing the ultimate goal of someone with an eating disorder: achieving their ideal, thin body type. In a way, they are promoting ED; indeed, the terms proana (pro-Anorexia) and promia (pro-Bulimia) are frequently used as identifiers within these communities. Henceforth, we refer to these communities as pro-ED. These websites and blogs often contain thinspiration: images of people with body types they aspire to look like [2], [20], [7], [22]. The pictures they post often feature subjects that are significantly underweight to an unhealthy degree, highlighting bodily features posters believe are desirable [22], [9].

Exposure to pro-ED social media, especially thinspiration, is harmful to viewers and has been linked to higher body dissatisfaction and eating disturbances, and, in people with eating disorders, more severe symptoms [10], [26], [24], [25], [14]. ED are fundamentally body image disorders; hence, images are very important to this community. Therefore, it is critical that clinicians and family members be able to identify websites containing images associated with promotion of ED in order to prevent accidental or intentional exposure to these triggers. This research aims to automatically identify such triggering material, with the ultimate goal of designing software tools to help improve ED patient health outcomes.

The specific contributions of this paper are threefold:

• First, a demonstration that modern CNN-based classification tools can classify images posted with hashtags that relate to eating disorders,
• Second, a characterization of related, but not pro-ED content that is visually similar to pro-ED content and a demonstration that more careful curation of a dataset allows for finer classification, and
• Third, an evaluation of this classifier in the context of characterizing the content of a whole blog, which may be the functional component of a clinician or patient tool to improve an ED patient’s chance of recovery.

II. BACKGROUND

A comprehensive review of pro-ED social media posts contextualized for a technical audience is given in Pater et al [22] and Wang et al [28].
One important notion in the realm of eating disorder communities online is the distinction between pro-ED images and images of people with ED/associated with an ED hashtag [4]. The difference between them is the intention behind posting. For example, a person with an eating disorder may post a selfie to their blog where they may have posted about their ED before. However, that selfie is not necessarily pro-ED unless explicitly labeled as such. Therefore, though we include pro-ED and other images in our training set, we do not exclusively detect pro-ED content because, without the full context of an image, we cannot know whether it is pro-ED.

However, by taking a post’s context into account, Chancellor et al [4] created a multimodal classifier that detects deviant eating disorder (usually, pro-ED) posts. Text surrounding an image is collected for context and used as a proxy for intention. Their classifier attempts to distinguish between proana/pro-ED images and other images, including those of people with ED. To create a training dataset, they used seed tags and snowball sampling to discover new tags and images. They included images removed from Tumblr for violating community guidelines. Their multimodal deep learning approach combines the text surrounding a particular post with the image(s) associated with that post. For the text-centric part of their classifier, they used word2vec and skip-gram to embed hashtags, then computed each word’s nearest neighbors. For the image analysis, they used the deep learning architecture AlexNet pre-trained on ImageNet to learn numerical image features which are used to classify pro-ED content from Tumblr. Rather than make an end-to-end architecture, they chose to learn the last layers of each modality jointly with all subsequent multimodal layers.

Outside of the contributions of Chancellor et al. in [4], past work in detecting ED posts, communities, and users on social media has applied machine learning to numerical and text-based features [28], [7], [5], [12].

He and Luo [12] use decision tree-based algorithms on Tumblr and Twitter data with text features to classify whether a particular post was pro-ED. Wang et al. examine the evolution of pro-ED networks online in depth, exploring community structures and interactions among individuals [28]. They quantify differences between the sample of ED users and users without eating disorders and use those features to build predictive models. Finally, De Choudary used a Support Vector Machine-based model to detect whether a Tumblr post has anorexia-related content and whether a post is pro-ED or pro-recovery [7]. They used four categories of numerical measures as individual features of the prediction model: social, affective, linguistic style, and cognitive processes, each consisting of a custom set of its own sub-features.

However, despite the encouraging results described above, as Chancellor et al. revealed, text-based-based moderation of pro-ED communities has been shown to be largely ineffective on Instagram [6]. In an analysis of over 30,000 pro-ED posts and different ED hashtags over time, they demonstrated that lexical variation of hashtags grows as response to platform moderation. Hence, text-based pro-ED content moderation on Instagram is largely ineffective. Not only was there a rise in lexical variation of pro-ED hashtags, the amount of pro-ED posts grows as a response to content moderation, user interactions, and participation in these communities increased.

### III. Dataset Curation

To create a dataset to train a classifier and test its performance, we gathered images that are both pro-ED and not pro-ED. Both classes consisted of images we collected from social media platforms and used hashtags included with the images as labels for our data. Hashtags are user-defined and thus provide us with a means of accessing images that are representative of the pro-ED community as defined by its members. The images in our final dataset came from Twitter, Tumblr, Flickr, and Google image searches collected over a period of six weeks. We removed duplicate images, but in all other respects, the dataset was unedited.

To gather pro-ED imagery, we used the Twitter and Flickr APIs to find images associated with #proana, a known identifier of a strongly pro-ED community [22], [12], [7], [5]. We used this hashtag as our starting point. Exploring posts with this hashtag led us to a collection of related terms. We discovered later that our findings were already present in the set of hashtags from [4], shown in Figure 2, and ultimately decided to use those as our pro-ED keywords.

Most images posted online are not pro-ED imagery. To ensure the classifier is learning relevant features and to create interesting test cases, it is important to choose related alternative categories. Choosing these alternative categories had a substantial effect on the classifier performance, so we share a collection of approaches that we tried.

#### Baseline Dataset

We first created a set of non pro-ED imagery by selecting images from 3 additional hashtags, #ootd, #selfie, and #greek. Our ad-hoc analysis suggested that images with these hashtags include similar demographics and poses as the pro-ED imagery, encouraging the classifier to hone in on the visual features relevant to ED rather than the features they have in common and demographics. Table III details the training and test split per sub-category.

### Blog Test

For an initial end-to-end evaluation we identified 10 additional Tumblr accounts with a variety of content and image styles on Tumblr. Table III details the image totals per blog, along with descriptions of the topics of the not-pro-ED blogs. We include five that we judged to have high pro-ED content, 4 blogs without pro-ED content, and 1 fitness inspiration (fitspo) blog. The fitspo community is somewhat pro-ED–users often post about their ideal body types, show progress pictures, and discuss dieting. The key distinction is that, in fitspo blogs, subjects of posted pictures often appear to be more physically

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>proana</th>
<th>bonespo</th>
<th>anorexic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>thinspiration</td>
<td>anaspo</td>
<td>anorexia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>thinspo</td>
<td>miaspo</td>
<td>ednos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulimic</td>
<td>eatingdisorder</td>
<td>thinspo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bulimia</td>
<td>eatingdisorders</td>
<td>thynspo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anamia</td>
<td>ed</td>
<td>promia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. A list of the pro-ED hashtags used to find social media imagery related to the promotion of eating disorders.
fit and less extremely thin. In addition, posters often focus on healthy eating and post pictures of healthy meals, rather than discussing extreme diets and negativity towards the current self [27]. Hence, the fitspo blog is an interesting test case on which to evaluate the classifier.

**Stress Test**

A second evaluation serves as a stress test for the classifier. For the test, we gathered all the images posted to twenty websites with content we thought the classifier might fail on because the content came from challenging categories. These included 10 sites from non-pro-ED categories (NPE) such as fashion photography, ballet, yoga and boudoir photography. The proana/pro-ED (PE) set contained 10 sites, and is designed to explore potential failure models including blogs featuring subjects who are genders not well-represented in the training data. Table 4 shows the image totals per source and descriptions of the content of each.

All websites used as image sources were from a few standard [1] blogging/sharing platforms. Tumblr, Twitter, Flickr, Lookbook, Instagram, Wordpress, Pinterest, Blogspot, or, in a few cases, Google Image search results.

**Final Dataset**

An improved classifier emphasized training data with sub-categories of the not-pro-ED class that help to define the boundary between, for example, boudoir and pro-ED imagery, based on a large collection of images captured from related topics. These topics were chosen because they are similar in demographics and photographic style to pro-ED content, but come from different categories. Table III shows the final set of alternative categories we used, and the number of images that were available for training and validation.

**Data Pre-processing and Challenges**

Social media imagery includes a fair amount of duplication. In online pro-ED communities, this usually consists of reblogs (on sites like Tumblr) or retweets of inspirational photos. Duplication across platforms also occurs when users take images from one social media site and re-post them on another.

To pre-process the data, we eliminated any images with overlaid text that obstructed the central figure(s) of each image. Second, we discarded any images that were not photographs of people. For example, we discarded images containing animated characters or people wearing extreme costumes. Third, we programatically eliminated any duplicate images with a quick average hashing function [3].

One challenge of this particular domain is the possibility of class overlap between pro-ED and not-pro-ED images. A lot of pro-ED images are not originally created by users; instead, users take images from social media timelines, fashion websites, or other sites and (re-)post the images with pro-ED and/or ED-related tags. Thus it is sometimes extremely difficult and/or impossible to discern where a given image came from and with what intent it has been posted in the past. While we acknowledge that the presence of a hashtag is a weak signal of user intent, for the purpose of our data collection we used the classes defined by the hashtag(s) that come with an image to give us insight its ground-truth label.

We randomly chose 21740 (20%) of these images to serve as test data and trained the ResNet Deep Learning neural network [11] to classify the remaining training images into the categories of pro-ED and not-pro-ED.

**IV. Classifier and Training**

Deep Learning classification algorithms are defined by the network architecture, the network initialization, the training data, and the learning parameters.

In this study we use a standard deep learning architecture known as ResNet-50 [11], implemented on the PyTorch platform [21]. Following standard practice ("All state-of-the-art detection methods use classifier pre-trained on ImageNet" [23]) we initialize the network by pre-training on the millions of images in the ImageNet [17] dataset to train the network to detect generally interesting image features. We then fine-tune the network to optimize performance on our image data and labels. The learning rate was set to .001 and the fine-tuning was continued for 15 epochs.

**V. Results**

**A. Model 2 Results**

Results on the final dataset show promise in identifying pro-ED imagery, with 78% classification accuracy. Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix between the pro-ED and not-pro-ED categories, demonstrating that images are largely classified correctly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not-pro-ED</td>
<td>famine</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>woman</td>
<td>4057</td>
<td>973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>war</td>
<td>5855</td>
<td>1488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ootd</td>
<td>6354</td>
<td>1559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>man</td>
<td>6348</td>
<td>1513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>boudoir</td>
<td>3876</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sorority</td>
<td>6031</td>
<td>1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fashion</td>
<td>5679</td>
<td>1437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>selfie</td>
<td>6827</td>
<td>1749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>refugee</td>
<td>2046</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-ED</td>
<td>famine</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>woman</td>
<td>4057</td>
<td>973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>war</td>
<td>5855</td>
<td>1488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ootd</td>
<td>6354</td>
<td>1559</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>man</td>
<td>6348</td>
<td>1513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>boudoir</td>
<td>3876</td>
<td>960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sorority</td>
<td>6031</td>
<td>1554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>fashion</td>
<td>5679</td>
<td>1437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>selfie</td>
<td>6827</td>
<td>1749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>refugee</td>
<td>2046</td>
<td>515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>86732</td>
<td>21740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II. TRAINING AND TEST SPLIT PER CATEGORY - MODEL 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Sub-category</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not-pro-ED</td>
<td>selfie</td>
<td>4306</td>
<td>944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ootd</td>
<td>5906</td>
<td>999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>greek</td>
<td>4381</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro-ED</td>
<td></td>
<td>14779</td>
<td>2397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>29372</td>
<td>4740</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I. TRAINING AND TEST SPLIT PER CATEGORY - BASELINE (MODEL 1)**
B. Blog classification

The blog test comprises data captured from 10 blogs on Tumblr, some of which were pro-ED, some not pro-ED and one blog that was “fitspo” and perhaps in between. Table III shows results of a classifier trained on the baseline dataset in evaluating images from these blogs. These blogs varied in how many images they included, but results were very consistent that the pro-ED blogs had more than 70% of their images judged to be pro-ED. The not-pro-ED blogs had less than 21% of their images judged to be pro-ED.

Finally, the fitspo blog had about 50% of the images classified as pro-ED, a number in between the other categories and reflecting the borderline nature of the fitspo hashtag.

C. Stress Test Results

The stress test dataset includes images from a variety of blogs, both pro-ED blogs from unusual demographics, and not-pro-ED blogs including those focused on boudoir photography, fashion models, and ballet.

Figure 4 shows results for a classifier based both on the baseline dataset (Model 1) and the final dataset (Model 2) that explicitly includes examples of boudoir, fashion, and other similar but not-pro-ED categories. The presence of this additional data is apparent in the results. Model 1 was very good at correctly classifying pro-ED imagery; in fact, all 10 pro-ED blogs had at least 72% of their images classified as pro-ED. However, 7 of the 10 related but not-pro-ED categories also had at least 72% of the images classified as pro-ED.

To contrast, Model 2 performs better overall because it was trained on data that included substantially more variation in the not-pro-ED but related classes. With Model 2, only three of the not-pro-ED sites had more than 50% of their images labeled pro-ED. Additionally, only one pro-ED site was mislabelled, despite the dramatic improvement in correctly labelling not-pro-ED sites.

The difference in the two categories is more clear to see if the data is simplified into pro-ED imagery (from all pro-ED sites) and not-pro-ED imagery (from all not-pro-ED sites). In this case, training on the initial dataset gives 89% accuracy when labelling images that are actually pro-ED, but only 37% accuracy at classifying pictures in the not-pro-ED category.

Figure 5 shows these summary classification results. The biggest difference between the models can be seen in the classification accuracy of images that were from not-pro-ED but similar categories.

To contrast, Model 2 performs better overall because it was trained on data that included substantially more variation in the not-pro-ED but related classes. With Model 2, only three of the not-pro-ED sites had more than 50% of their images labeled pro-ED. Additionally, only one pro-ED site was mislabelled, despite the dramatic improvement in correctly labelling not-pro-ED sites.

The difference in the two categories is more clear to see if the data is simplified into pro-ED imagery (from all pro-ED sites) and not-pro-ED imagery (from all not-pro-ED sites). In this case, training on the initial dataset gives 89% accuracy when labelling images that are actually pro-ED, but only 37% accuracy at classifying pictures in the not-pro-ED category.
VI. DISCUSSION

In this section we discuss insights from some of our failure modes, and ethical considerations that affect how we report and share this work.

A. Understanding the failures

Our Model 2 is trained on more than 100,000 images from a diverse set of pro-ED sources and a set of not-pro-ED sources chosen because they have visually similar imagery.

While the classifier overall has good performance, there remain a substantial number of pro-ED false positives. One potential explanation for this could be class overlap and noisiness of the dataset: for example, a pro-ED selfie is still a selfie. Another explanation is the possibility that images unrelated to ED get re-purposed by the pro-ED community and posted to pro-ED tags, as detailed below.

We now discuss misclassifications in the stress test that we feel shed light into what the classifier is actually learning.

Blog 1 (Lookbook) and source 9 (boudoir) both feature women with a variety of body types, including a fair amount of plus-sized women. Image subjects in 9 wear lingerie and are showing a lot of skin, whereas in 1 they wear normal attire (see 6). It is interesting that the classifier labeled source 9 as pro-ED, likely due to the amount of skin they are showing. It follows that the classifier may still be confusing the presence of more exposed skin and posing with an image being pro-ED. Interestingly, unlike blog 1, the Lookbook blog 2 was classified as pro-ED, though the subjects in both were showing a comparable amount of skin in pictures. One potential explanation for this is that the classifier is still picking up on relative thinness of body parts and somehow weighting that feature more than the fashion-oriented nature of the images on blog 1.

Source 6, the Google search “famine”, includes extremely indistinct figures with only a wrist and ankles visible. The relative proportion of the visible body parts indicate a low BMI, though the figures are well-covered. Perhaps this coverage contributed to its classification as not-pro-ED, similar to the lack of coverage of subjects in source 9 may have influenced its (incorrect) pro-ED classification.

Source 12 is blog of a man with anorexia, a demographic that is underrepresented in our training. Uniquely, his blog featured only pictures of one person (presumably the owner of the blog himself), most in fairly casual settings. For example, there were a fair amount of mirror pictures, silly faces, and selfies. Though the classifier made the correct decision overall, it is interesting to compare the types of images it classified correctly and the types of images it did not. For example, several true positive results from this individual’s blog were similar to the photo below of a person’s thighs (7):

This type of image is particularly common in the pro-ED world, and there are numerous pictures of women holding the exact same pose [22], a good amount of which are represented in our dataset. This demonstrates that our classifier is picking up on more of the canonical pro-ED images. However, of the 100 false negatives, most fell into the following categories: selfies with only his face in view or odd contortions of the man’s body displaying the thinness of his limbs and bones (demonstrated in 7). Those images contrast greatly with the poised, stylish composition of the majority of images in our pro-ED dataset. These results, coupled with the findings in [29], suggest that the ED-related image posts of male sufferers from ED are visually different from those of their female counterparts. This suggests that, when creating a dataset for a similar purpose in the future, one should go to more effort to make sure images from all kinds of ED blogs are well represented.

Instagram profiles 3 and 10 featured images of ballerinas and a yoga practitioner, respectively. As a whole, the majority of image subjects in both accounts were super posed and thin. Hence, their pro-ED classification makes sense. Also there is certainly the possibility of class overlap; as [2] found, it is fairly common for the pro-ED community to re-post photos of thin athletes such as ballerinas as pro-ED images.

Sources 2 and 8 include pictures of professional fashion models: one black, one white. Source 5 features the results of a Google image search for “African-American fashion model.” Though the images featuring African-American subjects were correctly classified, compared to the performance of sources 2 and 8, it seems they are more likely to be classified as not-pro-ED (despite overall improvement on misclassifying fashion images) as those of white people. One potential explanation is
that maybe the classifier is still conflating the darker pigments of a subject’s skin with being less pro-ED. This could also be reflected in source 6, the results of a Google searches for “famine,” which is classified correctly as not-pro-ED to a high degree (90.45%).

The one pro-ED blog we misclassified (by a small margin), blog 19, has very few images (12 total) that are a mix of thumbnails, webpage-specific icons, and about half pro-ED images. As is common on some social media sites, the thumbnails seem to be the profile pictures of other users. In the future, this performance suggests that any sort of software tool that makes use of the classifier to analyze blogs needs to pre-process out irrelevant website-specific icons and content (like other users’ profile pictures) to eliminate noise.

B. Ethical Considerations

All data collected for our training and test datasets was public data. By convention, and following the precedent set by [22], there is no consent for use required from users who post data to public websites. However, we have chosen to not show or publish a dataset with images from the social media that we considered. While those images may be public now, they are often of people whose age is difficult to ascertain, and may be images that people would want to forget in the future. Furthermore, the subjects and/or posters of those images did not consent to re-posting of their content for another purpose. Instead, we share the hashtags and the process through which we collected images to support future comparable research. To give a sense of the visual content of the images in the dataset, we include public domain images representative of the originals gathered from the sites Pexels, free-images.com, WikiMedia Commons, and Unsplash.

There are also significant challenges in using social media as a dataset with respect to the generalization of the results across demographic groups. There are inherent biases in who uses social media and which platforms they use [1], as well as what demographics are represented in imagery shared related to eating disorders [29]. Our work to date relates to analyzing the social media pages and content itself. However, if there is a goal to use a classifier for a more diagnostic system, it would be important to train it on data that includes images featuring subjects from a wider variety of nationalities, genders and ages, or there is likely to be wide variation in the system’s accuracy.

VII. Conclusion

We have reported on an end-to-end approach that learns to recognize imagery associated with eating disorder-related hashtags. Because images are tightly related to eating disorder communities online, building tools that recognize relevant images may be a more robust approach than recognizing the set of hashtags related to these communities at a given point in time.

Our future work involves using the classifier to support a variety of software tools for people with eating disorders or healthcare providers that treat people with eating disorders. These could take the form of browser plug-ins that could characterize the sites that someone visits for analysis later, or to block sights that might be triggering in order to improve patient health outcomes. The analysis of images could be done within the browser itself [16], or a central server could be set up to provide a real-time evaluation of sites.
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